Interview - COVID-19

Summary
The justice critic Gerhard ULRICH dares to analyse the problem of the Corona
madness with managerial methods as an amateur. Following the example of
others, he researches on the Internet himself in order to form his own opinion and
not to parrot the lyre of the enslaved journalists.
ULRICH discovered the dissenting voices of well-known scientists
(MONTAGNIER, WODARG, RAOULT, BHAKDI etc.) as well as of practicing
physicians, who credibly prove the nonsense of the counterproductive WHO
strategy, and which is unfortunately carried out blindly by most European
countries. The puppet masters of the New World Order, who have long since
compromised themselves with their proclamations, believed that the time had
come for them to take over the rule of mankind. Their right hand GATES has
probably prematurely revealed himself as a false philanthropist who wants to
make humanity happy with compulsory vaccination and microchip implantation.
More and more people are waking up today and fighting for their basic rights and
freedom. The WHO vassals cannot do any other thing than to continue their
unfounded scaremongering strategy to cover up their false alarm.
To ULRICH's delight, the number of professors who are lasbelled conspiracy
theorists by the mainstream rabble is exploding. The involvement of GATES with
the WHO, certain governments and cartel media as well as research institutes has
been exposed and proven. These people do not deserve the mercy to pass for
idiots. They are corrupt.
The critics of the Corona madness are thus not conspiracy theorists but
whistleblowers who are systematically pursued.
The economic losses, collateral damage and psychological suffering caused are
opening the eyes of more and more people.
ULRICH foresees that the plans to domesticate people as Farm animals will not
succeed.
US President TRUMP and Russia's President PUTIN oppose the satanic
conspirators of the New World Order. The masses are awakening.
Freedom will triumph!
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1. Question :
Gerhard ULRICH, you are known as a critic of justice. How did it come that you
started to be interested in the topic of Corona?

Answer:
Until mid-March 2020, I followed the daily reports of a flu epidemic in
the Chinese city of Wuhan only marginally. When I got curious, I
opened an archive and started collecting information. On March 25, a
French Lady doctor informed me that corpses were being tested for a
Corona virus in France. Her conclusion: this is not a pandemic, but a
viral chimera. On March 19, I was impressed by an interview with the
very competent German lung specialist and health politician Wolfgang
WODARG. Other convincing publications hailed, e.g. from the German
business journalist Ernst WOLFF and the French professor Didier
RAOULT.
On 27 March I dispatched my first circular mail « The pandemic mass
hysteria ».
2. Question :
What is your working method?
Answer :

The contradicting messages obviously represent a deviation from
normal. Therefore I created an inventory according to the management
method KEPNER TREGOE: What exists? What does not exist?
At the beginning I was confused, like all fellow human beings. It is not
so easy to distinguish the wheat from the chaff. Because it is teeming
with statements. Gradually I was able to piece together an increasingly
rich puzzle.
From my experience as a 20-year-old professional justice critic, I know
that the cartel media censor and disinform. But you also don't know
whether the information you find on the Internet is really true. I have to
admit that it is possible to consider something unimportant today, but
that really revealing reports are underestimated. I therefore do not
claim to know the absolute truth. In retrospect one is always wiser.
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The important thing is that you do your own research and form your
own opinion, and not simply accept the brainwashing of state television.
Of course it can happen to me that my memory cannot always reliably
classify my sources. So I act as an amateur.
3. Question:
Where does the COVID-19 virus come from?

Anser :
The first COVID-19 deaths occurred in the Chinese city of Wuhan.
The French Pasteur Institute has sold a research institute to the
Chinese, as demonstrated by the state visit of the then French Prime
Minister' Bernard CAZENEUVE to Wuhan on 23 March 2017.
The capitalists have once again sold the rope on which they can be
hung. Wuhan is also said to have a strong 5G network. I don't know if
the Corona disease is related to that.
The Nobel Prize winner for medicine, Prof. Luc MONTAGNIER.
discoverer of the AIDS virus, proved that the COVID-19 virus contains
molecular sequences of the AIDS virus. He therefore considers it
proven that it is an artificially created biological weapon.
He thinks the virus has accidentally spread to the city of Wuhan. Only
the Chinese know this for sure. However, since the Chinese immediately
reacted with very drastic measures (quarantine, closing of the export
ports etc.), they knew the danger of this microbe.
4. Question:
So we are dealing with a pandemic?
Answer :

No. According to WODARG, the World Health Organization (WHO)
has changed the definition of pandemic downwards in order to be able
to declare a pandemic in this case.
David ROCKEFELLER predicted as early as 1991: « We are on the
verge of a worldwide transformation. All we need is the right, allencompassing crisis and nations will agree to the New World Order.»
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The grey emincence of French politics, Jacques ATTALI prophesied on
May 3rd 2009 that itw as to be hoped that a future pandemic would
trigger off « structuring fears ». Then, a real world government could
be establisjed faster than expected.
On April 11, 2020, Henry KISSINGER announced: «The pandemic of
the Corona will change the world order forever.»
ROCKEFELLER, KISSINGER and ATTALI are prominent promoters
of the New World Order.
The colonel of the Russian secret service Vladimir KVACHKOV speaks
of the Corona lie. Apparently, President Donald TRUMP does neither
trust the way of how the COVID-19 is handled by the WHO.
Therefore I feel legitimized to negate the "pandemic". In doing so I refer
to the WHO statistics, although their validity is questionable.
So far the numbers. However, COVID-19 is dangerous for those
affected. That is why it is so easy to frighten people with such reports.
It also provokes bitter discussions between people who rely on numbers
and those who only see the danger of terrible suffering.
5. Question:
In the USA mass graves for the Corona victims had to be dug. And what about the
high mortality rates, for example in Italy?
Answer :

One must always put such figures in relation to the number of flu deaths
in recent years, and not simply stir up panic with bare figures.
On 27.05.20 the WHO recorded 348'000 corona deaths. Every year,
between 0.3 and 1.8 million people die from influenza (according to
WODARG). This year's Corona epidemic decimated less than half a per
mil of the world population. If we had no tests, no problem would have
been detected. I still don't know whether there is actually a test method
that selectively detects COVID-19, or whether we can only detect
Corona viruses.
France is considered to be a particularly affected country. But not even
there is an excessive death rate. As of 20 May, France recorded 1
corona death for every 2,382 inhabitants. Only 5 countries have
relatively higher death rates : Belgium, Great Britain, Spain, Italy and
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Mexico. Only in these countries a slightly excessive mortality rate may
be expected. It is probably the case with every wave of flu that some
countries pay a greater toll than others.
An American doctor with whom I correspond does not believe in the
mass grave story. In fact, the relative mortality figures in Switzerland
and the USA are comparable. Scribblers would probably have simply
photographed the mass graves, which have always been common for
the poorest of the American society.
6. Question :
How do you explain the excess mortality in these countries?
Answer :

The more you test, the more corona infected you find. And the test
methods are not consistent anyway. If you include accidental deaths
that have been tested Corona-positive in the statistics, the numbers will
bounce upt.
Experts also speak of the nocebo effect. It can be presumed that the
placebo effect is well known. The nocebo effect occurs when people are
kissing the dust by pure panic.
The heavely hit countries all have catastrophic health systems.
7. Question :
You just mentioned the questionability of the COVID-19 test. What about it?
Answer :

The President of Tanzania, John MAGUFULI, a scientist, provided the
WHO experts with 3 frotis, among others - of Elizabeth, John and Anna,
without telling the WHO people that Elizabeth was a goat, John a rabbit
and Anna a papaya fruit. Elizabeth and Anna were declared Corona
positive and John negative.
The underdeveloped Africans found out about the WHO swindle and
now the African countries are discussing to turn their backs to the
WHO.
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8. Question:
You are descriving a worldwide conspiracy. Are you a conspiracy theorist?
Answer:

No, I consider l myself a whistleblower among many others who have
proven the worldwide conspiracy of the oligarchs. As a critic of justice,
I found out after 19 years of discovery that no international authority
enforces human rights. This cannot be an oversight. Hard fact.
In the case of the Corona epidemic, one can also see a cartel of the
vaccine industries, or speak of a cabal. Clever independent German
journalists have discovered the connexions of the WHO, the
mainstream mass media (ARD, Der Spiegel, Die Zeit, Die Süddeutsche
etc.etc), and the research institutes (Charité, Robert-Koch-Institute
etc.), which are all served with Bill Gates' watering can. Surely one
cannot speak of connexion theorists. The connexions have been proven.
I am proud to be a pioneer who has been branded a conspiracy theorist.
Now the number of professors desperately reviled as conspiracy
theorists by the cartel media is skyrocketing.
The CIA disinformed after the never-clarified assassination of John F.
KENNEDY and maneuvered the critical minds into the offside with the
insult to be conspiracy theorist. Psychological warfare against the own
people. This up to date successful machinations are understood by more
and more people.
9. Question:
A conspiracy doesn't necessarily have to be a negative thing. What do you think?
Answer:

Of course it makes a difference whether positive or negative ethical
goals are pursued.
After all, the Swiss Confederation was founded at night on the Rütli
meadow at the beginning of August 1291 thanks to a plot.
It is also said that American army generals, who considered the CIA's
Deep State to be disastrous, secretly joined forces 20 years ago, which
then culminated in the election of the outsider Donald TRUMP in 2016.
Since taking office, TRUMP has been cleaning up the svamp. His
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positive results can be seen, despite the slandering of the cartel media
directed by the secret powers.
10.Question :
Which actors do you see involved in this Corona madness?
Answer:

Bill GATES has come out as the vaccination messiah. He wants to
forcefully inoculate all 7.5 billion people on earth. The GATES/WHO
Joint Venture Gavi in Geneva is tinkering with microchips and the Q
Drop developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which
would identify and locate all humans. This could then be implanted in
us simultaneously with the vaccine. Humans would be domesticated as
Farm animals, and owned by the oligarchs.
Bill GATES boasted that he had invested 10 billion in the vaccine
industry and earned 200 billion as return on investment - his most
successful enrichment in his life. A philanthropist indeed.
Bill GATES and Georg SOROS are probably just the errand boys of
even more powerful oligarchs, like the ROTHSCHILDS, the
ROCKEFELLERS etc.
Only 3 world powers can counter them: The USA, Russia and China.
The British Prime Minister Johnson has tried to break away from the
WHO dominance, but to the delight of Queen Elizabeth he had to give
in temporarily. Japan, South Korea and Sweden do have the merite for
having successfully develop immunity among their populations, without
destroying their economies.
All other states let themselves be manipulated by the new world
government WHO with the help of the media mouthpieces to implement
a scaremongering strategy.
Emanuel MACRON, Angela MERKEL and Ursula VON DER LEYEN
are their most zealous henchmen.
Pope Francis has taken the side of the satanic cartel. He describes the
coming compulsory vaccination as a Christian duty, out of
consideration for the health of society.
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11.Question :
And what are the results of this scaremongrings?
Answer:

The WHO vassals have blindly adopted the Geneva strategy. They have
not only destroyed the world economy. We still don't know what's ahead
of us.
Immense collateral damages have been caused: operations on
thousands of patients have been postponed. How many thousands of
people have died?
The hospitals remained largely empty. Proof: Some of the nursing staff
were sent on short-time working. The Swiss hospitals reported
enormous financial losses. Precisely because they remained empty
The panic mongering caused overmedication :
- administration of morphine, which as a side effect can cause
respiratory distress, thus aggravating Corona pneumonia.
- Administration of Cortisone. The fever is lowered, but the build-up of
Natural defense is stopped.
- Unnecessary intubation with high-risk and traumatizing respirators.
According to WODARG, it would be more sensible to let severely ill
patients inhale concentrated oxygen with respiratory masks.
The senior citizens were decimated even more by the panic-mongering.
In France they even speak of genocide of the elderly.
Human suffering cannot be quantified; for example, the elderly who
were needlessly put into quarantine. In general, old people are
discriminated, marginalized and isolated.
The panic-stricken people who keep their distance, get themselves
locked up and wear masks (which according to Professor Sucharit
BHAKTI are harmful to their health) pay with a loss of the quality of
human relationships. This causes terrible psychological damage.
12. Question:
Why is resistence growing in the population?
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Answer:

The most enormous collateral damage is the loss of our fundamental
rights and freedom. The Swiss federal Constitution was replaced by
the illegal COVID-19 decree of the Federal Council. And a return to
normal conditions is not in sight. The WHO is heating up the
governments of its member states and warns against the second wave.
WODARG, RAOULT, BHAKDI and others say that this risk does not
exist.
The terror of opinion of the rulers has reached unbelievable
proportions. According to MERKEL, citizens should not believe
rumors, but only the official announcements. This motivates people to
find out for themselves on the Internet and then they go on the
barricades.
It has not escaped people's notice that academic freedom has been
buried on the orders of the WHO. Leading scientists, who oppose the
Corona madness, are censored and dragged through the mud by the
Mercinary scribblers. But all this does not help the powerful. More and
more people go out onto the streets. The silent majority is still making
a fist in the pocket.
Politicians are losing the rest of their credibility. Party discipline and
probably corruption drives them in the wrong direction.
The secret sects have filled many top positions with their siblings.
Companies managed in this way implement the ridiculous rules of
distance, masks and others particularly meticulously. Serves the
purpose of the scaremongering strategy.
13.Question:
Is the compulsory vaccination coming?
Answer:

I hope not. MERKEL wanted to have this plan approved by the
Bundestag on 15 May. Because of the mass protests, she had to step
back. The EU should now decide. The apparatus in Brussels is directed
by MERKEL and MACRON. Instead of coercion, there is talk of a
compulsory system. Only vaccinated persons will then be able to
practise certain professions, travel or go shopping freely.
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Compulsory vaccination through coercion.
The late ULBRICHT also assured that he would not build a wall. And
then he built it.
It's absurd to impose a vaccine against CORVID-19 anyway, because
we don't even know which viruses will be rampant in the next flu season.
There is not only vaccination, but also promising therapies. US
President Trump relies on the treatment method with
hydroxychloroquine developed by RAOULT, which was immediately
decleared as dangerous by the French government and our servil
scientists. When I speak to my French-speaking fellow Confederates
about RAOULT, many react with disparaging comments. The
brainwashing of the cartel media is working.
But he is more intelligent than the French health politicians. To instil
fear, they claim a Corona infected person would not develop immunity.
RAOULT countered by saying that if the disease did not produce
immunity, the vaccination programmes were idiotic. One to zero for
RAOULT.
TRUMP does not want any compulsory vaccination. He is said to have
a son who has autism - a harmful side effect of a vaccination. He is
advised by the lawyer Robert KENNEDY (nephew of former president
John F. KENNEDY), who has exposed the harmful side effects of
vaccinations.
The countries, such as South Korea, Japan and Sweden, which have
simply gone through with it, demonstrate all the madness of the WHO
strategy.
So Bill GATES & Co have not yet reached their goal.
14.Question:
What future are we facing ?
Answer:

After this crisis humanity finds itself either in freedom or in
enslavement. We are living through a third world war. CORVID-19 is
not the destructive biological weapon The WHO, controlled by Bill
GATES and ROCKEFELLER, has triggered off war on the Earth's
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population without war declaration. The war will not be fought with
conventional weapons. Warfare is spiritual and psychological.
The Swiss Federal Council has betrayed my country. It has ceded
independence and our neutrality to the creatures who want to impose
the New World Order.
The Chinese XI JIPING cannot be trusted. He's too much courted by
the WHO. In contrast, US President TRUMP has cut the grass from
under the feet of this corrupt UN colossus by cutting America's
contributions to this Moloch.
PUTIN will not take part in this either. This extremely intelligent
statesman has manoeuvred himself into a position from which he can
play the referee. Although he is allied with China and Iran. But a defeat
of the USA is not in Russia's interest. China would then dominate.
It looks like PUTIN has entered into a tacit alliance with TRUMP on
the Corona issue. And the popular masses will wake up.
Freedom will win
28.05.20 / GU
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